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Abstract In this paper, we propose a methodology for energy reduction and performance improvement. The target system comprises of an instruction scratchpad memory instead of an instruction cache. Highly utilized code segments are copied into the scratchpad memory, and are executed from the scratchpad. The copying of code segments from main memory to the scratchpad is performed during runtime. A custom hardware controller is used to manage the copying process. The hardware controller is activated by strategically placed custom instructions within the executing program. These custom instructions inform the hardware controller when to copy during program execution. Novel heuristic algorithms are implemented to determine locations within the program to insert these custom instructions, as well as to choose the best sets of code segments to be copied to the scratchpad memory. For a set of realistic benchmarks, experimental results indicate the method uses 50.7% lower energy (on average) and improves performance by 53.2% (on average) when compared to a traditional cache system which is identical (on average).

1. Introduction

Designers of embedded systems constantly strive to improve performance and reduce energy consumption. Low energy systems extend battery life, reduce cooling costs, and decrease weight. Improved performance allows cheaper components to be utilized while still meeting all necessary deadlines. Shutting down parts of the processor [1], voltage scaling [2], specialized instructions [3], feature size reduction [4], and additional cache levels [5], are some of the techniques used to reduce energy in embedded systems.

One area which consumes substantial amounts of energy in a typical processing machine is the instruction memory system. For example, the StrongArm SA110 consumes 27% of its total power in instruction cache alone [6]. Despite a complex tag-comparison system, cache is widely used to improve performance, since cache (made of SRAM) has faster access time compared to DRAM. For general purpose systems, usage of cache reduces total execution time and lowers energy consumption.

Embedded systems differ from general-purpose systems by executing the same application or class of applications repeatedly. Knowledge of an embedded application’s profile can be well understood through extensive simulations. To reduce power in embedded systems, profile knowledge applied to a system with scratchpad memory (called SPM henceforth) instead of instruction cache, has been shown to be useful [7].

A SPM, made of SRAM cells, is a memory array consisting of only decoding and column circuitry logic [7]. The typical instruction memory hierarchy consists of a main memory (constructed with DRAM cells) and a SPM as shown in Figure 1(b). The content of the SPM is updated through the bus connecting the DRAM to the SPM. Traditional instruction memory hierarchy with cache (SRAM) and main memory (DRAM) is shown for comparison in Figure 1(a). In the SPM configuration, it is possible for the CPU to access the DRAM directly, unlike in cache architecture where the CPU has access to DRAM only through the cache.

To use the SPM configuration effectively, the compiled code is initially loaded into DRAM. Whenever, a code segment which is repeatedly utilized is encountered (a special instruction inserted by the compiler alerts the system of this encounter), that segment is copied to the SPM, and the segment proceeds to be executed from the SPM. Other segments which are run just a few times, or are run sporadically, can be executed directly from the DRAM, reducing copying costs.

The motivation for utilizing SPM instead of cache is shown in the following example. We model an application fragment as a directed graph (shown in Figure 2) where vertices are basic blocks and edges are transitions from one basic block to another. A basic block is a group of instructions, which are unconditionally and consecutively executed. The weights on the edges give the number of transitions from one block to another, found a priori through profiling (static analysis).

For the graph given in Figure 2, it is known that execution of basic blocks B & C will always follow basic block A. Hence, B & C can always be loaded when loading A into SPM, eliminating the need for tag comparisons. Instead of a tag-comparison, a special instruction to load basic block A, B, and C into SPM can be inserted just before the execution of basic block A. If the SPM was small and could only contain blocks A & B, then C could be directly executed from DRAM. Cache on the other hand would have thrashed (between block C and
whatever is presently in cache), resulting in slower execution time and increased energy consumption.

In this paper we present a novel architecture, containing a special hardware unit to manage dynamic copying of code segments from main memory to SPM. We describe the architecture, and show the use of a specially created instruction which triggers the copying from main memory to SPM. We further set forth heuristic algorithms which rapidly evaluate which sets of code segments should be copied to SPM, and where to place the specially created instructions for maximum impact. The whole system was evaluated using benchmarks from mediabench and UTDSP.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes previous works on SPM and presents the contributions of our work; section 3 introduces our strategy for using the scratchpad memory; section 4 formally describes the problem; section 5 presents the algorithm for partitioning the application code; section 6 provides the experimental setup and the results; and section 7 concludes this document.

2. Related Work and Contributions

Various schemes for managing SPM have been introduced, and can be broadly divided into two schemes: static and dynamic. Both these schemes are usually applied to the data section of a program, code section of the program or both.

Static management refers to the partitioning of data or code prior to execution, and storing the appropriate partitions in the SPM with no transfers occurring between these memories during the execution phase (occasionally the SPM is filled from the main memory at start up). Memory words are fetched directly from either of the memory partitions to the processor. Dynamic management on the other hand moves highly utilised memory words from the slow memory to the SPM, before transferring to the processor, thereby allowing code or data with a larger memory footprint than the SPM to utilise the SPM. Effective partitioning of memory footprint for use in static SPM, and dynamic SPM have been performed in the recent past.

In 1997, Panda et.al. [9] presented a scheme to statically manage a SPM for use as data memory. They describe a partitioning problem for deciding whether data variables should be located in SPM or DRAM (accessed via the data cache). Their algorithm maximizes cache hit rate by allowing data variables to be executed from SPM. Avissar et.al. [8] presented a different static scheme for utilizing SPM as data memory. They presented an algorithm that can partition the data variables as well as the data stack among different memory units, such as SPM, DRAM, and ROM to maximize performance.

In 2001, Kandemir et.al. introduced dynamic management of SPM for data memory [10]. Their memory architecture consisted of SPM and DRAM accessed through cache. To transfer data from DRAM into SPM, they created two new software data transfer calls; one to read instructions from DRAM and another to write instructions into SPM.

In 2003, Udayakumaran and Barua [12] improved upon [10] and presented a more general scheme for dynamic management of SPM as data memory. Udayakumaran’s method analyzes the whole program at once and aims to exploit locality throughout the whole program instead of individual loop nest.


In [14], Steinke et al. presented a dynamic management scheme of instruction memory utilizing a SPM and main memory. For each instruction to be copied into the SPM, they inserted a load and a store instruction. The load instruction brought the instruction to be copied from main memory to processor, and store instruction stored it back into SPM. They created an algorithm to determine which segments should be copied to SPM in order to obtain maximal energy savings. The algorithm starts by analyzing the program to identify highly executed program parts. It determines possible locations in the program to insert load and store instructions. Finally, the best sections to be loaded are ascertained and the load store instructions are actually inserted. The algorithm is based upon an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and solved using an ILP solver. They conducted experiments with small applications (bubble sort, heap sort, ‘biquad’ from DSP stone benchmark suit, etc.).

The work described in this paper dynamically copies code segments (instructions only) of a program to SPM from main memory, and allows execution from both the SPM and the main memory. The work radically departs from the work in [14], by using a special hardware controller to manage the copying of code from DRAM to the SPM. This special hardware controller is activated by a single instruction for each code segment to be copied, whereas the model proposed in [14], needed two extra instructions for every instruction to be copied. In [14], the authors used an ILP formulation to search for segments to be copied to the SPM. In contrast, we created a fast heuristic algorithm to find the best segments of the program to be copied from DRAM to SPM allowing the system to handle large realistic embedded applications. Note that our system requires certain hardware modification, while the system in [14] does not.

Our work improves upon the state of the art in the following ways:

- we present a novel architecture to perform dynamic management of instruction code between SPM and main memory.
- for the first time the problem of partitioning instruction codes between SPM and DRAM is modelled as a graph problem.
- a novel graph partitioning algorithm to separate the instruction code into segments (all segments are initially in main memory and those segments which are highly utilised are marked, so that they can be copied into SPM and executed) to reduce overall energy dissipation.

We evaluated the system by using realistic embedded applications and show performance and energy comparisons with processors of various cache sizes and differing associativities.

3. Our Approach

3.1 Strategy

We propose a methodology to utilize SPM through hardware and software modification. To manage the SPM, a SPM controller and a new instruction called SMI (Scratchpad Managing Instruction) is implemented. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the SPM controller, SPM, DRAM, and the CPU. The SPM controller is responsible for stalling the CPU when copying from DRAM to SPM, and to provide memory addresses of both DRAM and SPM during the copying process. The SMI is used to activate the SPM controller. SMIs are inserted within the program and is executed whenever the CPU encounters a SMI.
The following assumptions are taken.

- Program size is larger than the SPM size. This is a valid assumption since the program is to execute in an embedded application where the underlying hardware is known a priori. This assumption is made to allow for greater optimization. However, if a number of processors with differing sizes of SPM are available for use. However, having higher level caches does not reduce the effectiveness of the approach.

- Higher level caches are not available for use. This assumption is reasonable when a sufficiently large input space has been applied. The amount of profiling needed to obtain a particular confidence interval is given in [16].

The strategy for using the SPM is as follows: at the start of a program, the first instruction is always fetched from DRAM. When a SMI is fetched, the CPU will activate the SPM controller. The SPM controller will then stall the CPU and starts copying instructions from DRAM into SPM. After copying is complete, the SPM controller will release the CPU, and the CPU will continue to fetch and execute instructions from DRAM. Whenever a branching instruction leads program execution to the SPM, it will then start to fetch instructions from the SPM.

![Diagram of methodology for implementing the SPM](image)

**Figure 4: Methodology for Implementing the SPM**

Figure 4 shows the steps for implementing the proposed methodology. The methodology operates on the assembly/machine code level; hence a C program (or any other language program) is first compiled into assembly/machine code. Profiling and tracing (using modified simplescalar/Pisa 3.0d [15]) is performed on the assembly/machine code to obtain an accurate picture of the program behavior. This behavior is depicted as a graph.

An algorithm (see Section 5) utilizing the graph, and energy models of the various hardware blocks is implemented. The algorithm is used to determine appropriate locations to insert SMIs within the program, and to decide which basic blocks should be executed from SPM, and which should be in DRAM.

In implementing the algorithm for insertion of the SMIs, the following assumptions are taken.

- Size of the SPM is known during compilation of program. This is a reasonable assumption since the program is to execute in an embedded application where the underlying hardware is known a priori. This assumption is made to allow for greater optimization. However, if a number of processors with differing sizes of SPM have to be serviced by the same binary source, it is possible to ship several binaries, and the suitable one can be applied to the particular embedded system.

- Program size is larger than the SPM size. This is a valid assumption, for if it is not, then the whole program can be allocated to SPM.

- Size of largest basic block is less than or equal to the SPM size. This assumption is quite valid in embedded systems where basic blocks are usually small enough to fit into small SPMs. However, if the basic block is too large for the SPM it can be broken up into smaller granules such that each granule will fit into the SPM.

- Each instruction is always either executed from SPM or DRAM. This ensures that it will never be necessary either to have duplicates of codes or to alter branch destinations during the execution of a program.

- Program trace is an accurate depiction of program execution. This assumption is reasonable when a sufficiently large input space has been applied. The amount of profiling needed to obtain a particular confidence interval is given in [16].

3.2 Hardware Implementation

In this approach the CPU is modified by the addition of a SPM-controller, addition of a SMI, and the SPM. The system does not have a level-1 instruction cache. The micro-architecture of the SPM-controller is shown in Figure 5 and includes the Basic Block Table (BBT). The BBT stores the following static information: start addresses of the basic blocks to be read from within the DRAM; how many instructions are to be copied; and the start addresses for storing the basic block into SPM. Content of the BBT is filled by the algorithm shown in Figure 4.

![Diagram of SPM controller](image)

**Figure 5: Architecture of the SPM controller**

3.3 Software Modification

The new instruction, SMI, is an instruction with a single operand. The operand of the SMI represents the address of a BBT entry. For a 32 bit instruction with 16 bit operand, it is possible to have up to 65536 entries in the BBT allowing 65536 unique SMIs to be inserted into a program.

There are three conditions under which the code could be modified. These are: before an unconditional branch; destination of a conditional branch; and just after a conditional branch. The modifications are elaborated in the following paragraphs.

**Insert a SMI just before an unconditional branch (Figure 6(a)).** Instructions to be executed by the execution of the unconditional branch can be copied into SPM using the SMI. The destination address of the unconditional branch is to be altered so that it points to the correct address within the SPM.

**Add a SMI as destination of a conditional branch (Figure 6(b)).** In the case of a conditional branch (which tests to be true), a SMI is
Insignificant Subgraphs Procedure.

5. Algorithm Description

We implemented an algorithm consisting of two procedures based on various heuristics: Graph Partitioning Procedure and Removal of Insignificant Subgraphs Procedure.

5.1 Graph Partitioning Procedure

The graph representation of the code fragment is shown in Figure 7(b).

The problem is to find vertices within the graph (i.e. the basic blocks of instructions) where one should insert the custom instruction, SMI. This instruction ensures that one or several subsequent vertices are copied from DRAM to SPM. These insertions are done in places that optimize energy consumption.

To locate strategic points within a program to insert SMIs, we transform our problem into partitioning a graph into subgraphs where each edge connecting subgraphs would be an optimal location to insert an SMI. It is easy to see that the “Minimum Cut into Bounded Sets Problem” [17] is P-time Turing reducible to our graph partitioning problem; thus our problem has no polynomial time algorithm, and we must use a heuristic approximation algorithm.

5.2 Removal of Insignificant Subgraphs Procedure

Such a heuristic procedure is shown in Figure 9. It starts by calculating the energy cost of executing each subgraph S from DRAM and the energy cost of executing such subgraph from SPM. Energy cost of executing S from DRAM $E_{DRAM}(S)$ is calculated using

$$ E_{DRAM}(S) = DRAM_{acc} \sum_{v \in S} W(v) + \sum_{e \in IE(v)} F(e) $$

(1)

where $DRAM_{acc}$ is the energy cost of a single DRAM access per instruction, and $IE(v)$ is the set of all edges incoming into the vertex $v$.

Equation 2 shows the energy cost $E_{SPM}(S)$ of executing instructions within the subgraph S from SPM, including the cost of accessing the DRAM once and copying to SPM.

Consider the following problem.

**Assume that we are given:**

1. a graph with a set of vertices $V$ and a set of edges $E$,
2. for each vertex $v \in V$ we are given a vertex weight $W(v)$ and for each edge $e \in E$ an edge frequency $F(e)$,
3. a constant $N$. (size of SPM)

**Find a partition of the graph, such that each subgraph has a total vertex weight less than or equal to N, and the total frequency of the edges connecting the subgraph is minimal.**

A heuristic approximation algorithm for the above partitioning problem is implemented as shown on Figure 8.

Start by ordering the edges in ascending frequencies, i.e. such that the edge at the top of the list is one of the edges with the minimal frequency. We eliminate all the edges of the graph which have such a minimal frequency. This usually induces a partition of the graph into several subgraphs; the total weight of vertices for each of these subgraphs is calculated and compared with $N$. We then apply the same procedure to all subgraphs whose total vertex weight is larger than $N$, and the procedure stops when all of the subgraphs have a total vertex weight smaller or equal to $N$. Complexity of the graph partitioning procedure is $\Theta(nlog(e))$, where $e$ is the number of edges in the graph.

If we identify the eliminated edges connecting the subgraphs as the locations to insert the special instructions for copying from DRAM to SPM, this would result in a quite sub-optimal solution, because there would be subgraphs that are too small to be worthwhile to copy and execute from SPM. For example, the graph partitioning procedure can produce results such as shown in Figure 10. The dotted lines indicate the partitions of the graph. It can be seen that partition 2 resulted in basic block B as a subgraph and it will only ever be executed once. Thus, it is not cost effective to first read it from DRAM and copy it to SPM, since one can just read it and execute it directly from DRAM. To search and remove these type of subgraphs, another heuristic procedure is implemented.
For each subgraph \( S \):
- Calculate energy cost \( E_{DRAM}(S) \) of executing \( S \) from DRAM.
- Calculate energy cost \( E_{SPM}(S) \) of executing \( S \) from SPM.
- If \( E_{SPM}(S) < E_{DRAM}(S) \), classify \( S \) to be executed from SPM,
  else classify \( S \) to be executed from DRAM.

For each edge \( e \) eliminated in the graph partitioning algorithm:
- If \( e \) is an incoming edge for a SPM subgraph \( S \),
  do depth-first search to determine if every path whose all intermediary subgraphs are DRAM subgraphs,
  and which terminates with \( e \) must have its beginning at the same SPM subgraph \( S \);
  if no, then insert SMI to the edge \( e \).

Figure 9: Removal of insignificant subgraph procedure

Figure 10: Subgraph Representation

\[
E_{SPM}(S) = SPM_{acc} \ast \sum_{v \in S} W(v) \ast \sum_{e \in IE(v)} F(e) + E_{special}(S) \quad (2)
\]

\[
SPM_{acc} \text{ is the energy cost of a single SPM access per instruction.}
\]

\[
E_{special}(S) = \sum_{e \in IE(S)} F(e) \ast \left( DRAM_{acc} \ast \sum_{v \in S} W(v) \right) + q \ast E_{branch} \quad (3)
\]

\[
E_{special}(S) \text{ is energy cost of executing the special instruction including reading from DRAM and copying to SPM and energy cost } E_{branch} \text{ of adding a branch instruction if necessary.}
\]

We denote by \( IE(S) \) the set of all edges that are incoming into \( S \) from other subgraphs; clearly such edges are among those which were eliminated in the previous procedure.

The energy calculation is used to classify which subgraph is to be executed from SPM and which subgraph to be executed from DRAM; only subgraphs \( S \) with \( E_{SPM}(S) < E_{DRAM}(S) \) will be executed from SPM. We call such a subgraph a SPM-subgraph.

The rest of the procedure inserts the SMI as follows. For every SPM-subgraph, it will examine all incoming edges to this subgraph that were eliminated in the graph partitioning procedure (subsection 5.1). We determine if such an edge is included in a path either from another SPM-subgraph, or from the start of the program, and only in such cases a SMI is inserted. This means that if all paths including this edge emanate from the same SPM-subgraph, SMI need not be inserted. The complexity of this procedure is \( O(V^3) \), where \( V \) is the number of vertices in the graph.

For example, in the graph shown in Figure 10, there are three subgraphs obtained from partition 1 and partition 2. Thus, partition 2 produced a subgraph consisting of the basic block B only. Assume

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issue Queue</td>
<td>16 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load/Store Queue</td>
<td>16 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch Queue</td>
<td>4 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch/Decode Width</td>
<td>4 inst. per cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue/Commit Width</td>
<td>4 inst. per cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Units</td>
<td>4 IALU, 1 IMUL, 2 FPALU, 1 FPMULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 ICache</td>
<td>8way, 2 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 DCache</td>
<td>32KB, 2way, 1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>100 cycles for first chunk, 10 cycles for the rest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: SimpleScalar configuration.

Table 2: Access time and energy consumption of static memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Cache acc. time(ns)</th>
<th>SPM acc. time(ns)</th>
<th>ratio</th>
<th>Cache acc. energy(nj)</th>
<th>SPM acc. energy(nj)</th>
<th>ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>7.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>7.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>6.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Experimental Results

6.1 Setup

We simulated a number of benchmarks using simplescalar/PISA 3.0d simulation environment [15], to obtain memory access statistics. Power figures for the CPU were calculated using Watch [18] (0.18\( \mu \)m). CACTI 3.2 [19] was used as the energy model for the cache memory. The energy model for the scratchpad memory was extracted from CACTI as in [7]. The DRAM power figures were taken from IBM embedded DRAM SA-27E [20]. The configuration for the simulated CPU is as shown in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the SPM access time, SPM access energy, cache access time, and cache access energy [19] for an 8-way set associative cache (8-way is only shown here as an example). It can be seen that accessing SPM is approximately 1.5 times faster than a cache access and uses approximately 6 times less energy compared to an 8-way set associative caches.

The benchmarks were obtained from the medibench suite [21]. Total number of instructions executed in each benchmarks is tabulated in Table 3.

6.2 Hardware Cost

In cache, tag RAM cells keep track of the entries in the cache while in the SPM system proposed here, the tags are replaced by the BBT. Each BBT entry needs to store one DRAM address, one SPM address, and the number of instructions to be copied. Since the most significant bits of the SPM address are known from the memory map (as shown in Figure 1(b)), only the least significant bits of the SPM address need to be stored within the BBT.

For example, given DRAM size of 2M bytes, SPM size of 1K bytes, and instruction size of 8 bytes. There exists enough space to store up
to 256K instructions within the DRAM and 128 instructions within the SPM. Thus, the number of instructions that need to be copied ranges from 1-128 requiring 7 bits per entry. Each DRAM address requires 18 bits per entry (to manage 256K instructions), and each SPM address requires 7 bits per entry. In total each BBT entry requires enough space to store 32 bits.

Figure 11 shows comparison between the number of bits in a cache tag RAM cells and the average size of the BBT for different size cache/SPM with memory size of 2M bytes. The average size of the BBT is calculated from all the benchmarks shown in Table 3. From Figure 11, it can be seen that cache tag RAM cells grows exponentially as the cache size grows, but the BBT size decreases as the SPM grows. BBT size decreases as SPM size increases because with a larger SPM, fewer SMIs are needed.

A SPM controller with BBT size of 128 entries (4096 Bits) was implemented in Verilog. The SPM controller is a finite state machine that accesses the BBT and forwards the output of the BBT as DRAM and SPM memory addresses. Power estimation for the SPM controller was done using a commercial power estimation tool with the following settings: $ClockFreq = 500MHz$; $Voltage = 1.8V$; using a $0.18\mu m$ technology. Power estimation showed that it consumed 2.94mW of power. This is in comparison with cache tag power of 159mW, obtained from CACTI [19], for a $0.18\mu m$ 64 bytes of direct map cache. The power would progressively increase for greater ways of associativity. In addition, we also synthesised the SPM controller using, Synplify Pro [22], for a Xilinx Virtex 800K gate FPGA. The result shows that the SPM controller would occupy less than 1% of the FPGA resource.

### 6.3 Special instructions execution cost

With traditional cache architecture, DRAM is accessed every time a cache miss is encountered. In our SPM architecture, DRAM is accessed whenever a SMI is executed and whenever a code segment is executed from DRAM. Table 3, provides the application name in column 1, number of instructions executed for the application in column 2, average number of SMIs added in column 3, the average number of SMIs executed in column 4, the percentage of instructions which were copied from DRAM to SPM in column 6, average number of instructions which were executed from SPM in column 7, the average number of instructions copied from DRAM to SPM in column 8, average number of SMIs executed in column 9, the percentage of SMIs added in column 10, and for comparison purposes, the average cache miss rate is shown in column 11. Note that the average figures above refer to all SMIs sized from 256 to 16K bytes, and cache figures are for 256 to 16K bytes with associativities ranging from 1 to 32. From results shown in Table 3, it is seen that execution of SMI causes at most 0.95% increase in the number of instruction to be executed. On average 33 instructions are copied to the SPM every time a SMI is executed. Once an instruction is copied, on average it executes 4.3 times from the SPM.

### 6.4 Performance and Energy Saving

Performance of the memory architecture is evaluated by calculating the total memory accesses for a complete program execution. Estimation of memory access time is possible due to known SPM access time, cache access time, DRAM access time, hit rates of cache and SPM, and the total number of cache hits, cache misses, cache copy misses, SPM accesses, and DRAM accesses. Energy estimation methodology is shown. Figure 12 shows the performance and energy estimation methodology. The left shaded box in Figure 12 shows the steps to estimate the cache access time, $cacheaccess_{time}$, and the cache energy consumption, $cachee_{energy}$, $cacheaccess_{time}$ is calculated as:

$$cacheaccess_{time}(ns) = (cachehit + cachemiss) + cachetime(ns) + cachetime(ns) * DRAMtime(ns)$$

where $cachehit$ is the total number of cache hits, $cachemiss$ is the number of cache misses, $cachetime$ is the access time to fetch one instruction from the cache, and $DRAMtime$ is the amount of time spent to access one DRAM instruction.

In the right shaded box in Figure 12, the performance and energy estimation for the SPM architecture is shown. We estimate the total memory access time for the SPM architecture using equation 5:

$$SPMaccess_{time}(ns) = SPMexe + SPMtime_{time}(ns) + SMIexe * copysize * DRAMtime_{time}(ns) + DRAMexe * DRAMtime_{time}(ns)$$

where $SPMexe$ is the number of instructions executed from SPM, $SPMtime_{time}$ is the amount of time needed to fetch one instruction from the SPM, $SMIexe$ is the total number of times all SMIs are executed, $copysize$ is the total number of instructions copied from DRAM to SPM during program runtime, and $DRAMexe$ is the number of instructions executed from DRAM.
Table 4: Table of results showing percentage memory access time improvement and percentage energy improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Name</th>
<th>SRAM size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Memory access time savings (%)</th>
<th>Energy savings (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bubble sort</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heap sort</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quick sort</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biquad</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: % memory access time savings and % energy savings of a 256 bytes SPM compared to 256 bytes 4-way associative cache.

SPM memory access time is compared to cache memory access time using the following equation.

\[
\%\text{improvement} = \frac{100 - ((\text{SPM access time}(\text{ns})/\text{cache access time}(\text{ns})) \times 100)
\]

(6)

Table 4 shows the comparison between the SPM architecture and cache architecture memory access time and energy consumption (results for the other benchmarks are not shown due to space constraint). The bar graphs seen in Figure 13 show the percentage difference of SPM memory access time compared to cache memory access time. For example, given the memory access time for g721enc application with 1K bytes SPM compared to a 16-way associative 1K bytes cache from Table 4, the bar graph in Figure 13(a) shows that the SPM memory access time is 31.8% faster compared to the cache memory access time. This was calculated using equation 6 (%improvement = 100 – (1.280/1.864) × 100). Calculation of the average %improvement for all the benchmarks shows that SPM can achieve performance improvement of 51.6% on average over cache architecture.

Percentage difference between the SPM energy consumption and the cache energy consumption is calculated using the following equation.

\[
\%\text{energy improvement} = 100 - ((\text{SPM energy}/\text{cache energy}) \times 100)
\]

(9)

Results of the percentage energy improvement is shown in Figure 14. It was calculated that the SPM architecture can achieve on average 49.6% energy reduction compared to energy consumption of a cache architecture.

For multi-cycle instructions, it is not possible to accurately estimate the execution time without the extra knowledge of which multi-cycle instructions were executed. We perform comparisons between cache execution time obtain from Simplescalar simulation to cache memory access time obtain from equation 4. We found that on average 9.5% error is seen between the two values with the maximum error of 17%.

Some of the results show performance degradation for SPM compared to cache (e.g. G721enc result for a 4K bytes SPM size compared to a 4K bytes cache). Investigation of the result found that it is due to capacity miss condition that is unique to the SPM case and does not occur when cache is used. Such a capacity miss condition is shown in the following example (Figure 15). Assume vertices represent basic blocks, edges represent the execution paths, each vertex has an equal number of instructions, and the SPM can only contain 4 vertices concurrently. By using SPM with a SMI inserted as shown in the example, we have to choose 4 vertices to be loaded into SPM and the remaining 2 vertices will execute from DRAM. If a cache had been used, depending upon the path taken, the cache will contain the correct 4 vertices currently executed and will cause very few cache misses. We classify this condition as a SPM capacity miss.

Energy consumption comparison is shown in Table 4 and Figure 14. The cache energy consumption is calculated using equation 7.

\[
\text{cache}_{\text{energy}} = (\text{cache}_{\text{hit}} + \text{cache}_{\text{miss}}) \times \text{E}_{\text{cache}} + \text{cache}_{\text{miss}} \times \text{E}_{\text{DRAM}} + \text{cache}_{\text{access}} \times \text{E}_{\text{CPU}}
\]

(7)

where E_{DRAM} is the energy cost per DRAM access and E_{CPU} is the energy consumed by the CPU.

The SPM energy is calculated using equation 8.

\[
\text{SPM}_{\text{energy}} = \text{E}_{\text{SM}} + \text{E}_{\text{SM}} + \text{E}_{\text{branch}} + \text{SPM}_{\text{access}} \times \text{E}_{\text{CPU}}
\]

(8)

where E_{SM} is the energy cost per SPM access, E_{SM} is the energy cost per execution of the special instruction, K is the total number of times all special instruction is executed, E_{branch} is the energy cost for any additional branch instructions, and J is the total number of times any additional branch instruction is executed.

376
In addition to the benchmarks shown in Table 4, Figure 13, and Figure 14, we also implemented various sort algorithms taken from [23] and the biquad_N_sections from DSPstone benchmark suite. Results of these benchmarks are shown in Table 5. These benchmarks are similar to the ones used in [14]. From [14], the result for heap sort for the same SRAM size shows 4.6% performance improvement and 3.5% energy savings; and result from quick sort [14] with 256 bytes SRAM shows 10% performance improvement and 16% energy savings. Despite values in Table 5 showing our methodology achieves higher energy savings and performance improvement compared to methods in [14], the two results from [14] and Table 5 should not be compared directly due to the different underlying architectures used. Some of this energy savings are probably due to the differing data set size, while the rest is due to the reduced SMIs inserted.

7. Conclusions

We have presented a method to lower energy consumption and improve performance of embedded systems. The presented methodology uses SPM to store highly utilized code segments. By using a custom hardware SPM controller to dynamically manage the SPM, we have successfully avoided the need to insert many instructions into a program for managing the content of the SPM. Instead, we implemented heuristic algorithms to strategically insert custom instructions, SMI, for activating the hardware SPM controller. Experimental results show that our SPM scheme can lower energy consumption by an average of 50.7% compared to traditional cache architecture, and performance is improved by an average of 53.2%.
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